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ana■ysis and the prob■ ems involved are presented first, then the systematization of
co■ or ■odels in data analysis is dealt withe  A proposal is submitted regarding the
user ■nterface software ■n c01or graphics system designo  Examples of data analys■ s

us■ng co■or are prov■ ded show■ng co■or imaging patterns of data matrices, CO■ or

p■ots of princ■ pal component scores, and S0 0n.

KEYWORDS:  Color ■odels (RGB model, HLS ■ode■ ), co■ Or mOnitOr disP■ay, principal

component analys■s, co10red Pattern matr■ x, automatic Classification, colored
vector, area■  c■ustering system

lo  lntroduction

Research and application of graphica■  representation techniques as.a method of

visual communication of statistica■  info.Щation is now being carried on actively.

Notab■e improvements have been achieved in the hardware and software enviroments

supporting such techniques and a large number of statistical graphing program

packages have become easily ava■ lablee  These advances ■n hardware and softWare

environment have given great impetus to lhe use of color in the preparation of

statistical graphs and maps.

In the area of data ana■ ysis, too, a notab■ e increase is observed in proposals and

experiments on the use of co■ oro  However, the use of C01or.is stil■  open tO

question because co■ or science is inexact and there is no fi・ lll■y established,

systematic co■ or theory yeto  Nevertheless, the use of color graphics in data

analysis is quite tempting to many researchers because it is natural for us to see

thingS in c01or.

This paper presents some proposals for exploratory methods that can be app■ ied in

using co■or to exam■ne c■ ass■fication prob■ emso  Al■  ideas advanced in this Paper

are practica■ , interactive ones that

ユow―cOSt COユ Or monュ tor disPttay′  and

can be realized with a microcomputer ar2d a

focus on the importance of 00■ or hand■ ing

intended to open up a new approach to the use of

consideration to the points enumerated in past

software engineering to data ana■ ysise

Interface between color ■odels and data ana■ ysis

The use of color must be examined and developed w■ th a clear recognition of the

differences between the perceptiona■  ■odel and the desCriptive modelo  The

proposa■ s made in this paper are

color in data ana■ysis, with due

reports.
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The co■ or mode■ s used in cOmputer graphics are descrェ ptiVe ■ode■s bu■ lt on the

princiP■ e of co10r harmony, advocated by Ostwa■ d and Munsel■ 。  Color handling

careful■ y based On these co■ or mode■ s is a minimal condition for the use of color

in data analysiso  The representativO color ■odels cited in past reports dealing

with co■or graphics are summarized in Fig。  1.  The HSV and HLS color models

descriptiona■ ■y represent human co■ or perception, using three aspects of color (H =

hue, L = ■ightness or V = va■ ue, S = saturation).  Thus there are best suited to

data ana■ysis methods because they are intuitive, yet a■80rithmic.  The ■atest

advanced co■ or graphics workstations can disP■ ay as many as 16 mi■ ■lon co■ors, but

in data analysis the freedom of co■ Or hand■ ing is more ■mportant than number of

disP■ayab■e co■ors.  It is quite troublesome in the RGB model to specify the

■■xture rates of various colors to obtain the desired co■ oro  Specifying the colo

using the HSV or HLS ■odels suits human perception better al■ owing the user to

select a color on the basis of various intuitive parameters such as hue, intensity,

brightness, lightness, tints, shades and tones.

This ■eads us to the conclusion that it is necessary to develoP color

transformation a180rithms for linking the RGB ■odel which is suited to color

monitor control, and the HSVノ HLS ■ode■so  Figure 2 shows such an architecture,

which can be fu■■y realized with a microcomputer and a graphics workstation.  Even

more important is an easy― to―use progran that provides a user― friendly interface.

From this viewpoint, we have developed new programs for utilizing color mode■ s

a■ong the lines shown in Fig。  2.  Each of these programs services as a basic too■

for data ana■ ysis using color, and a■ ■ ideas described in the fol■ owing presuppose

the use of these co■ or systems and Progranso  These algorithmic color systems do

not accurately represent the human co■ or perception system, but are certainly ■ore

rea■istic and practical than the use of graphica■ representations or statistica■

graphs in which mean■ ng■ess co■ or■ng is added.

3。  Use of color information in automatic c■assification

Graphical representations are often used in automatic classification to disPlay

data, such as symbolic scatter plots, dendrograms and other tree representations,

minimum sPanning trees, c■ uster ell■Pseso  Class■ fication invo■ ves grouping the

analytica■ data, which leads directly to co■ oring.  However it presupposes that the

process of co■ oring is free of subjective judgement.  Thus main objective of this

Paper ■s to eva■ uate the effectiveness of us■ ng co■or ■n automatic c■ ass■fication

by means of a system compr■ s■ng color transformation a■ gorithms linking

predete.Щined co■or mode■ s and automatic c■assification prograns.

301  C010r imag■ng patterns of multivariate data

C■assification of objects using a given multivariate data matrix for graphical

representation of the resu■ ts must answer to the fo■ lowing questions.

1) WhiCh Of the variables actual■ y served for discrimination of objects?
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2) Do we interpret the relationships among the variab■ es?

3) Do we interpret the influence on the classification resu■ ts caused by

differences in clustering methods?
4) Do we avoid Possib■ e misinterpretation of the results based on the method used

for drawing the dendrogram?
5) Do we know the inf■ uence of the selected slimia■ irty/dissimi■ arity or

standardization on the cluster■ ng result.
To solve these problems, reexamination and idenfication of the c■ ustering resu■t

against the original data set must be conductede  lt is ■n this process of

eva■uation that the use of co■ or wil■  prove highly effectiVe.  The fol10wing basic

Procedure for co■ or uti■ ization in this process is quite simple.

埋Ff:ti5 (lh旦 ::j:Ci:.° i;a」

g±Vil 
ぢ ::lei'SalI :r::I:::leS multivariate data natrix X

lep 2:  The objects of the data matrix X are reordered according to the c■ uster■ng

■ヽ―esults.

t[f:=1lr.li°:leII::ili.III:;;・ :1。1: ::11lCted for representing the re■
ationships

b■es in color.  Variables reordered can be
conducted by the princip■ e component ana■ysis described be■ oWe

Step 48  The matrix obtained by reordering the objects and the variables is defined
by a matrix X彙 .

Step 58  The matrix Xtt is converted to the coユ Ored Patter22 matrix Y represented by
three aspects of color (H, L, S)using a transformation method Computab■ e with the

color modelo  The co■ ored Pattern matrix Y thus obtained is transmitted through the
RGB model to the co■ or monitor disPlay as cο ヱor patter12s.

The si口 u■taneous two― way c■ustering method of the data matrix exP■ained aboVe

offers the fo■ lowing advantages.

The characteristics of the mu■ tivariate data matrix resu■ ting from its
clustering can be grasped at a g■ ance.

The characteristics of the or■ gina■ data matrix subjected to neither value
transformation ■or data modification can be direct■ y observed in color.

Moreover, the method is easy and s■mple.

Some important points ■n connection w■th the above steps are exP■ ained be■ow.

3.1。 l  COnversion of reorganized data matrix Xtt to co■ ored Pattern matr■ xY

Conversion of the reorgan■ zed matr■x Xtt to the co■ Ored Patte... matrix Y using the

HLS (or HSV)C010r mOdel is expressed as

X士 =(Xij★ )

2)

．Ｊ

　

．Ｊ

ｅ ｒｅ

慎

ｎ

Y = {yttj; ″j, Lニブ, Sブ }

(二 = 1, 2,。 。。,n3 」= 1, 2,..。 ,P)

(1)

一
HLS
co■or
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hue′ 0 ≦ H」
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ightness′  0 ≦ 五
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Saturation (see 3。 1。 3).

3。 1.2  Coloring dispersion within a variab■e ― Ulitization of ■ tness ―

The dispersion of the observed values Xttj彙  (二

Sub」 eCted to ■inear resca■ ing so that it wil■

= 19 2, 。.. ,

correspond to

of a variable」  iS

■ightness and come

n)
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within the interva■ [0, 1].

L二
」
:= (XttJ★  ― min Kij・ ) / (mix Xttj★  ~ min xij士 )                   (2)

ユ

(二 = 1, 2,.。 。,n3 j = 1, 2,。 。。,p)

工f necessary, a counter variab■ e is generated according to the significance of the

characteristics, so that the ■ightness and the observed va■ ues wi■ l correspond,

1。 e。 , the lightness will increase or decrease according to increasing values of the

data.

Xニ
ゴ
★: = max xtt」 士 +min xttJ★  ~Xニ

ブ
★ (fOr sOme variable ゴ)          (3)

ユ           ユ

3。 1。 3  Reordering variab■ es ― Uti■ ization of saturation and hue ―

A variety of cases can be conceived for co■oring variab■ es according to their

intended use.

― Variables resemb■ ing (or expected to resemble)each Other in characteristics are
alloted colors with siml■ ar hues in close― by positions。

― The comp■ ement of a hue is taken for variables differing from each other in
characteristics。

― The hue is fixed and the characteristics of each variable are exPressed only by
a difference of ■18htnesse

This freedon to se■ ect the interre■ation among variab■ es is important, but it is

equally lmportant to provide a procedure for objective determination of the

re■ationshiPs anong variab■ eS。

Option l:  The saturation is fixed, and the hue on■ y is varied for each variab■ e as
shom be■ow.

Sゴ : = r (nOrma■ ■y r = 1)

″ゴ: = Oj, 0ゴ  = 2T (ブ  ー 1)/P  (ゴ  = 1, 2 ..e p)                     (4)

Taking the saturation at r = l is identica■ to using Only a certain specific Pure
co■or on the surface of the cone of HLS co■or model (see Fig。  4)。

「
j of the variab■ e 」can be given so as to form equal angles to the number of

variab■ es P, but it can a■ so be given according to subjective Judgement of the
similarityノ dissimilarity among variab■ es or on the basis of any information
avai■ ab■e in advancee  ln other words, the variable ordering need not be the same
as that of the origina■  data matrix.  It may be a■ so conceivab■ e to use the
variab■ e orderin3 0n the dendrogran obtained irom hierarchical c■ ustering of
variab■ es。

Option 2:  Determinaing saturation and hue based on the similarity among variab■ es

Free setting of the saturation and hue offers various advantages, but ma.y a■ so

cause confuslon when interpreting.  For this reason, a method of automatic
conversion of interre■ ationships to saturation and hue based on the principa■
component ana■ ysis is Proposedo  lt satisfies the fo■■owing conditions.
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-Variab■es are reordered with consideration given to their re■ ationships, and are
made to corresPond tO the changes in hue.

― The contribution of each variab■ e is expressed as changes in tint, for example,
variab■ es with a high cOntr■ bution are expressed more bright■ y.

The process operates as fol■ ows:

Step l:  A given data matrix X is subjected to princiPal components analysis and
converted to a component loadings matrix.

Step 2:  The configuration of compOnent loadings obtained by choosing two
components λ, 2' is 口ade to correspond a holizonta■  slice of the HLS co■ or model,
as shown in Figs. 3 and 4。   Next, the fundamental colors are arranged consecutively
on the periphery of the unit circ■ e (F■80 3), with red On the right side followed
counterc■ockwise by ye■■ow, green, cyan, b■ ue and magenta.

Step 38 ″ , L and s are given at the fol■ owing transformed va■ ues for the observed
一ゝ  values Xij of a variable 」.

H」 ==Oj′ °≦ 0≦ 360,SJ.==dJ.′ 0■ dJ.≦ 1     (5)

Lij: = Same way as that of Eq. (2)

I:[illi:alieaf7:」
°
ls tie I:il〕。1::呈・alを 1:Sile[lle:。 iit[::.::III::i:lr::[i:ne

Ordering of variab■ es se■ected consecutively in the counterc■ ockwise direction frcロ
an arbitrary base■ ine is adopted. ″ , L and s thus determined are distributed a■ong
the dotted ■ine in Fige 4 for the variableブ .

With this method, the co■ or effectively brings out the significance of the

multivariate datao  Moreover, the data can be represented by a 3-dinensiona■  color

SPaCee  Colors acquire the following sign■ficance.

1) Variables with sinilar hues have simi■ arity relationships while those with
comp■ementary hues are diss■ mi■are

2) Variables approaching grey have small component ■oadings and tho3e With highly
saturated hues have a high contributiono  ln other word8, the degree of
contribution of variab■ es can be visually observed as changes in tints。

｀ヽ   3) The shades of a co■ or represent the dispersion and spread of observed values。
Out■iers especially appear consPicuously。

3.2  Examp■ e of a simp■ e experiment

Be■ow is the experimenta■  result of co■ored Pattern matrix based on Roger de Pl■es'

data used for c■ustering by Davenport et al (E2]).  The Origina■  data was a

col■ ection of aesthetic 」udgements of 56 painters, ■ess two who did not give some

scores.

3.2。 l  Determination of hue and saturation by principa■  component ana■ysis

The resu■ts of principa■  component ana■ysis canfal■  be represented on the graphics

disP■ ayo  Figure 5 indicates the first and second principa■  compOnents, and shcws

the configuration of component■ oadings, order of variab■ es, and va■ ue8 0f hue and

saturationo  The order of variab■ es was obtained by specifying a baseline, with
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X2(drawing)cOming first, fol■ owed by X4 (expreSSiOn), Xl(COmpOSition)and χ3

(C。 10ring)。  The differences in.hue show that {x2)and {x3}are separated from

{X4′ Xl}e  lt iS possible to see approximate■y which hue represents each variable,

eOgO' X3iS C・°se to greeno  The saturation shows a ■arge value a■ ong both the

first two axes, so that al■  four variables present a bright hue.

3。 2.2  Sorting of objects by auto口 ほtic classification

ConVentional techniques such as Ward's method and the k― means method can be applied

for c■assify■ ng.  After the objects are c■ assified and the ,ariables reordered, the

origina■  data matrix is converted to a reorganized matrix X士 , which is then

transformed to a co■ ored Pattern matrix Y.  Figure 6 is a monochrome copy of the

colored Pattern matrix obtained by Ward's methodo  The co■ ored Pattern thus makes 
‐

it poss■ b■e to obtain a firmer grasp of the features of each cluster than ■s     一`

possib■ e fron dendrograms or p■ ots of principal component scores a■ one。

3。 2。 3  Coloring principa■  component sqo■ eS_

Each mu■tivar■ate vector of the original data matrix is represented by a co10red

belt, which have ca■ ■ed a cοヱοred vectOro  Each co■ ored vector is then ■ocated at

the coordinates of the corresPonding principal component score plotted along the

spec■ fied Pr■ ncipa■ components λ, λ'。  Thus, the values for each mu■tivariate

vector, in this experiment four, can be seen at glance at the ■ocation of the

composite score for the mu■ tivariate vector and the original four dimens■ons are

reduced to twoo  When compared with the dendrogram obtained by Ward.s method, the

colored Pattern matrix makes ■t poss■ble to obta■ n an ■Шnediate characteristics of

each Painter.

The ■mportant features of the color ■口aging method are3

- The order of variables can be fixed by a sing■ e ca■ cu■ation worked out for     、_
princiPal component ana■ ysiso  However, the order of objects varies from one
clustering method to another, so that the degree of clustering requires visua■
inspectione

― The co■Qr assigned to each e■ ement of the matrix Xtt remains the same even if the
c■ustering method is changed, eliminating confusion in color 」udgement and
eva■uation.

― Whe■ other principal components are chosen, the variable re■ ationships in the
configuration of such new components change ■n re■ ation to the hue and saturation,
so that these changes can be observed as significant color changese

― In addition to the relationshiPs among variab■ es, the interaction between
variab■es and the variab■ es that are contributed in c■ ustering the objeCtS Can be
observed as the var■ ation in ■ightnesse

4.  More sophisticated app■ ications

The deve■ opment of color graphics systems and supporting software can open up

greater possibilities of data analysis using color.  Usin3 0ur co■ or hand■ ing

system, we have conducted a variety of practica■  ana■yses, including, area
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information ana■ysis using the areaユ  σヱustering system (E5] , E6]).

The system can represent multivariate data having coodinates on a map as changes in

co■or and makes it possib■ e to grasP such changes lntuitively.  It is expected that

the concept of the system wi■ ■ be app■ied in mu■ tico■or disPlay of choropleth maps,

trend surfaces and contour mapping in the area of quantitative geo8raphy as we■ ■ as

in co■oring of various output data in the research of conputationa■  geometry.

5。  Conc■us■ o■

Although color science stil■  invo■ves many aspects awaiting further study, the use

of co■or is progressing rapid■ y because it prom■ ses to enrich v■lsua■  information

both quantitative■ y and qualitatively.  It is incumbent on us to deve■ op a new
――aphics systen suited to data analysis by introducing the mechanis■  of co■ or

●CrCeptiOn and the knowledge of co■ or mode■ s so far made c■eare  We earnest■y hope

that this Paper wi■ l prove helPfu■ in Paving the way in this direction.
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Hardware―oriented models

mode■ :  TV■onitor disP■ ay, etc。
mode■ :  TV broadcasting, etc.
■ode■ :  Co■or printing, etc。

Software―oriented mode■s
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囲 →

Fig. 2  Schematic of Co■ or Hand■ ing System for Data Analysis
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(cottpo3itiOn)
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3      124.24
to Print ?(γ ノn)
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:Y (draWin3)

Fig. 5  0utput Example of Pi■ esI Data

By giving the baseline shown in the figure,

1:ti::1:[liし ,: (drawing), x4 (expreSSiOn, Xl

the order of variables is
(compOSition), and

Composition

Coloring

The objects reordered
by cluster■ ng

Express■ on

Draw■ng      :
χ
2

X4 Xl

Fig。  6  Example of Colored Pattern Matr■x


